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BACKGROUND
for
THE LEGEND OF LADY ILENA &
LADY ILENA: WAY OF THE WARRIOR
The Ilena books are fiction, which means that they are stories made up by a writer. I used bits and pieces of
ancient legends, what I could learn about history, and information provided by archeologists to ground them
in a real time and place. However, except for Arthur and a few others from the old legends, the characters are
imagined.
The stories are realistic fiction, which means that they do not have fantasy in them. Swords and other items
may be important and rare, but they do not have magic powers. The dwarf, Spusscio, is a man with the medical condition of dwarfism, which means that he will never reach normal adult size. However, he is wise, strong
and a good friend to Ilena and her family, without having any connection to magic.
The books are also listed as historical fiction because they are set in a specific time and place, and the plots
are true to what we know of life in that time and place. Many events are based on the old legends, which may
themselves have been based on historical happenings. There are very few written records of Britain in 500 AD,
but those that we have tell about women warriors and chiefs in the North, battles against invading tribes, and
the use of hill forts.
The Ilena books are set in the early sixth century AD (500+ AD), a period called the Early Middle Ages or the
Dark Ages. There were no knights, no heavy armor, no jousting, no fancy feasts or stone castles, no chivalry,
and no feudal system at that time. The Middle Ages that we study in school and see in movies and TV shows
is the High or Late Middle Ages; it begins around 1000 AD. The Dark Ages are from about 500 AD to around
1000 AD.
Look at a map of Britain. Dun Alyn is near Aberdeen on the northeastern coast of Scotland. I’ve imagined the
Vale of Enfert to be somewhere near Fort William in the west of Scotland. Ilena’s journey in The Legend of
Lady Ilena takes her across the Highlands of Scotland from west to east.
In Lady Ilena: Way of the Warrior, the action moves west from Dun Alyn to the Vale of Enfert in the West,
then south along the west edge of Loch Lomond, reaches a climax at Alcluith (Dunbarton on modern maps)
and ends at Cameliard (modern Stirling).
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Cast of Characters in Legend of Lady Ilena
Ilena.............. protagonist
Moren........... father
Grenna......... mother

The Legend of Lady Ilena
by Patricia Malone
Delacorte, 2002

Cryner.......... dog
Rol................ Ilena’s horse
Fiona............. Ilena’s friend
Jon................. Fiona’s brother
Aten.............. the village healer; Fiona and Jon’s mother
Durant.......... a follower of Arthur
Resad............ a traveler
Elban............ doorkeeper for Chief Perr
Perr............... chief of Dun Dreug, Arthur’s ally
Gola.............. warrior at Dun Dreug

Faren............ Chief Perr’s wife
Belert............ chief of Dun Alyn
Cara.............. chief of Dun Alyn, wife of Belert
Miquain....... daughter of Cara and Belert
Cochan......... Gola’s husband, also a warrior
Cormec......... warrior of Dun Alyn
Toole............. warrior of Dun Alyn
Ogern........... druid at Dun Alyn
Spusscio....... Belert’s friend and supporter
Ryamen........ woman of Dun Alyn
Lenora.......... chief of Glein, Arthur’s ally
Doldalf......... chief of Dun Selig, Arthur’s ally
Hoel.............. follower of Arthur, Durant’s friend
Kigva............ healer at Dun Alyn

Additional Characters in Lady Ilena: Way of the Warrior
Machonna....................... white dog
Gillis................................ druid of Dun Alyn
Faolan.............................. warrior from Dun Struan
Andrina........................... cousin to Faolan & chief of Dun Lachan
Camilla............................ chief of Alcluith & sister to Andrina
Eogan.............................. young man of Enfert
Vorgel.............................. high priestess of Britain
Lady Ilena:
Way of the Warrrior
by Patricia Malone
Delacorte, 2002

Arthur............................. Dragon Chief & war leader of Britain
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ACTIVITIES
for
THE LEGEND OF LADY ILENA &
LADY ILENA: WAY OF THE WARRIOR
1.

Make a timeline of the Early Middle Ages—also called the Dark Ages—from about 400 A.D. to 1066
A.D. Look especially for things that happened in Britain or that affected Britain.

2.

After reading or hearing the first two chapters of The Legend of Lady Ilena, Imagine yourself in The
Vale of Enfert and living in a home like Ilena’s. What might you do during an average day? Draw a
scene with people in it and show yourself taking part in the scene. What would you miss most about
your present life? What would you like best about living then?

3.

After reading or hearing the third chapter of The Legend of Lady Ilena, think about the things that
Ilena took with her. If you were leaving home for a long time, what would you take with you? Could it
all fit in a packet behind the saddle of a horse?

4.

Draw a picture of an early British fortress. Look on the CASTLES section of this website as well as other
places. Fortresses like that had been built since long before the Romans came in 47 A.D. Notice that
buildings inside the fortress or castle are round with plastered walls and thatched roofs.
If you work with a partner, one of you should draw the Dark Ages Castle and the other draw a late
Middle Ages castle. Notice the changes and improvements that happened over the years. Today one
can see the ruins of the late Middle Age buildings on the fortress sites, but the remains of most of the
Dark Age structures are buried beneath those buildings.

5.

Draw a battle scene from one of the Ilena books. Draw a battle scene from the late Middle Ages. Notice
what has changed. People at the time of Ilena did not have stirrups or heavy metal armor or destriers
(large horses that could carry a man in armor.) What difference did each of those make in fighting
technique?

6.

Women were warriors and chiefs all over Britain before the Romans came. During and after the
Roman era, women in the North continued in those roles. In 697 A.D. a monk, Adomnan of Iona, got
church and political leaders of Ireland and parts of Scotland to agree to a law that women could not be
required to serve in warbands.
What does that say about women being in warbands before 697?
It was probably many years before all chiefs and leaders stopped requiring women to be in warbands.
By the late Middle Ages (1000-1450) women did not usually fight with the warbands. What were the
advantages to women of such a law? Can you think of any disadvantages?
What young woman in France became a warrior in 1429? How did she die and what were the charges
against her?
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7.

Make a mind map of a scene or a chapter or the whole story from one of the books. Or choose a
character as the center of the mind map and show as much as you can about him or her. A mind map is
like a web but uses color and pictures. You might draw Ilena in the center—stick figures are fine—and
then put important information about her in pictures out on the rest of the paper. Be sure you draw in
color as much as possible; color makes your brain work better. Attach the outer drawings to the center
with a curvy line with one (or two if necessary) words describing the connection. Be sure the words and
lines are in color. If you like this kind of activity as a way of organizing information, ask your teacher
or a librarian to find you more information on mind mapping.

8.

Plan and perform a reenactment. You might choose to be a character from one of the books, or you
could be an observer—a traveling bard or a serving person or even a time traveler. Tell your audience
what is happening in a particular part of the book. Try to find a few props or costume pieces. Just a
cape or a floppy hat might make you seem more like or traveler; an apron for a server, a cardboard
sword for a warrior, or a cardboard copy of a small harp for a bard are just some ideas.

9.

Work with others and develop a Reader’s Theater presentation. Choose a section of one of the books
with a lot of dialogue. Each of you pick a part to read. Be sure to plan carefully so you can leave out
as much description and other non dialogue as possible. If some explanation or descriptive passage is
absolutely necessary, one person can be a narrator.
Practice this and feel free to leave out what you want to and use what you like. You must remember not
to read the dialogue tags. (the he saids and she saids.) The scenes in Legend of Lady Ilena where Ilena
meets Spusscio-page 125 and the scene beginning on p 162 at Dun Dreug would make good Reader’s
Theater. The one on p 125 needs three people and the one on p 162 requires several. The scene in Lady
Ilena: Way of the Warrior beginning on page 130 where Vorgel and Ilena talk is a good two person
dialogue. There are many others throughout the two books. Select what you like for the number of
people you have. One person can read more than one part but must develop a different “voice” for each
character.

10. If you have a group, act out a scene. Pick something with lots of drama or interest. The scene where
Ilena enters the banquet hall at Dun Alyn for the first time would work well. page 91 in Legend of Lady
Ilena. That has several good parts, a lot of drama, and plenty of group activity for the rest of the class.
Do not memorize any parts or lines. Practice some of the actions in mime(silent action). Several of
you—or a whole class—can practice walking like Ilena walked down that aisle and try to imagine
her feelings. Everyone can mime Ogern’s body language and actions. When you feels comfortable
imagining and miming the actions, choose someone for each speaking part.
The actors should speak from their feelings as the character and not try to memorize a particular line.
If you act this out twice, you’ll have different dialogue each time. Actors must listen to other actors and
respond to what they say, while trying to keep the general sense of the action.
Another good scene might be when Ilena strolls around the fair-page 125 of Legend of Lady Ilena-and
her conversation with Spusscio that follows.
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The action in Lady Ilena: Way of the Warrior-page 158-on the fortress of Alcluith is another dramatic
scene that would work well as a presentation.
The important thing about this kind of drama is to enjoy the experience and to understand the story
better. It’s not meant to be practiced over and over or to be presented to a formal audience. It is fun to
work in groups and present your drama, after one or two practices, to the rest of the class.
Simple costumes and props can help you get into the scene. A few pieces of cloth, some old tablecloths,
scarves, hats, etc are helpful.
11. In Lady Ilena: War of the Warrior, Machonna accompanies her on her travels. Why do you think
Spusscio let the dog out of his cage? What does the dog bring to the story that a human companion
might not?
12. The oral tradition means stories that are handed down for generations. In Ilena’s time it included
village storytellers, bards, and Druid’s information. How many places can you find in the books where
the author has used a story to provide information to the characters and to the reader? List some of
them.
13. In Lady Ilena: Way of the Warrior, what do you think Belert means when he tells Ilena that she has
chosen the “Way of the Warrior?” Near the end of the book, Gillis describes the “Way of the Warrior?”
List the characteristics that he says a warrior must have.
Do people follow a “Way of the Warrior” today? Can you find the phrase in use today? Where and
what does it mean?
14. We know about ancient times like the Dark Ages through written history, the oral tradition, and
archeology. We have very little useful written history of the Dark Ages because many people, including
the Celts who lived in Britain, did not have a written language. Archeologists have found marvelous
artifacts from early Britain, and we can learn much from them. See the link to the British Museum on
this website (THINGS) to view pictures of some of these finds. The oral tradition gives us a fascinating
look at life in long ago times. See if you can match a folk tale or legend with the real description below:
a.

In Ilena’s time, homes and other buildings were built of wattle (woven wicker or stick walls)
covered with daub (mud, clay, grass, and manure). The roofs of these buildings were made of
thatch, which is straw bundled together and tied onto the roof. There are many buildings in the
North of Britain today that still use thatch roofs.
The Romans brought the practice of bricks and mortar to Britain, and that became the “modern”
building process for the Dark Ages.
What folk tale can you think of that tells about those two different building styles?
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Archeologists have found remains of thick thorn tree hedges around the outer walls of some of the
old fortresses.
What folk tale can you think of that tells about a fortress (castle) surrounded by a thick hedge?

c.

Fortresses during the Dark Ages and earlier were often built with towers inside the walls so that
a chief’s family could be kept safe. Chiefs in some northern tribes were especially careful to guard
their daughters because the oldest daughter would inherit the fortress and land as her dowry when
she married. If someone kidnapped the daughter or if she eloped, the father and brothers might
find themselves out of their home.
Can you think of a folk tale that uses a tower to keep a young woman away from someone that she
might marry?

d.

Wolves were dangerous predators in Britain and the rest of Europe. While the biggest danger was
to sheep and cattle, people, especially children, were sometimes targets of hungry wolves.
What stories can you name that warn against wolves?

15. Many experts believe that sometime in the early 500’s, chiefs in what is now Scotland and the very
north of England elected a young man to organize and lead warriors against Saxons and other
Germanic tribes who were invading the South of Britain. Legends grew up about this man, and years
later fiction writers wrote fanciful stories based on those legends. The writers set the stories in the late
Middle Ages, using court life and chivalry from their own times as a setting.
Who was the young man? What else have you read about him? Hint #1—in one story, he pulls a sword
out of a stone. Hint #2—he is a king in most of the stories. Hint #3—More has been written about him
than about anyone else in the history of literature, and we are still writing books and making movies
about him
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Internet Resources
Dark Ages Society
This website is deals with a variety of topics of 9th Century life in Britain.
www.darkagessociety.co.uk/
The Time Team
Curriculum resources and interactive features make this a useful website. Focus often
takes an archeological approach to uncovering information.
www.channel4.com/history/microsites/T/timeteam/schools_entry.html
Early Medieval Britain and Ireland
This website focuses on the people and politics of Britain, Ireland and their offshore islands
between 350AD and 850AD
http://www.postroman.info/
BBC: Birth of a Nation
Lots of information, much in multimedia format.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/scottishhistory/darkages/index.shtml
About the Picts:
http://members.tripod.com/~Halfmoon/
Dark Ages Virtual Field Trip
Medieval era information:
www.tramline.com/tours/ss/darkages/_tourlaunch1.htm
A well done website by sixth graders. Links to other websites.
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